
Reciprocal Reading Group Collaboration Rubric 
 

*Each time you visit a team, score or modify the score of each team member. Share scores 
with students to help guide and motivate their collaborative work.* 

 
 2.5 points 2 points 1.5 points 1 point 
Focus on Task Student stayed 

focused on the task 
and what needed to 
be done; s/he was 
self-directed. 

Student stayed 
focused on the task 
and what needed to 
be done most of the 
time; s/he was 
dependable. 

Student stayed 
focused on the task 
and what needed to 
be done some of the 
time; s/he sometimes 
needed to be nagged 
or reminded to stay 
on-task. 
 

Student rarely 
focused on the task 
and what needed to 
be done; s/he let 
others do the work. 

Contribution Student routinely 
provided useful 
ideas in the group or 
classroom 
discussion; s/he's 
contributed a lot. 

Student provided one 
or more useful ideas 
in the group or 
classroom discussion; 
s/he tries hard. 

Student provided 
input in the group or 
classroom discussion; 
s/he did what is 
required. 

Student didn't 
provide ideas or 
input in the group or 
classroom 
discussion; s/he did 
not productively 
participate. 
 

Working with 
Others 

Student almost 
always listened, 
shared, and 
supported the efforts 
of others; s/he kept 
people working 
together. 
 

Student usually 
listened, shared, and 
supported the efforts 
of others; s/he did not 
cause "waves" in the 
group. 

Student sometimes 
listened, shared, and 
supported others' 
efforts; s/he 
sometimes was not a 
helpful team member. 

Student rarely or 
never listened, 
shared, or supported 
the efforts of others; 
s/he was not a good 
team player. 

Practices 
Reading 
Strategies 

Student selects and 
uses appropriate 
comprehension 
strategies with 
confidence and 
discrimination; 
 
Student reflects on 
and explains the 
effectiveness of the 
strategies used in 
deepening 
comprehension 
 

Student identifies and 
discusses strategies 
used with examples 
from the text; 
 
Student identifies 
how the strategies 
used helped with 
comprehension 

Student can identify 
one or more of the 
strategies used when 
reading; 
 
Student is beginning 
to identify how the 
strategies used helped 
comprehension 

Student can identify 
one or more of the 
strategies used when 
reading when 
prompted; 
 
With support, 
student is beginning 
to identify how the 
strategies used 
helped 
comprehension 

Total of 10  /10 
 + + extra + + 

Monitors 
group 
effectiveness 

 

 
  +1 points 
  
  +2 points 
 

TOTAL 
 

 /10 
 


